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About This Game

Frontier is a room-scale sandbox where you can enjoy a simple, colorful and immersive visit to the wild west! Play with
guns and animals in three stylized environments in virtual reality.
Discover a world bursting with life, from adorable bunnies hopping through the wilderness, to grizzly bears stalking you in the
snow. Explore deserts brimming with colour, snowy woodlands with towering pines, and see the dawn of modern civilization in
the bison inhabited great plains.
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You can hunt a wide range of critters, but the wilderness also holds larger animals like deer, bison and grizzly bears!
The sky is also dense with hawks, snowy owls and bursts of tiny birds.
Every animal on the frontier has fully interactable (and sometimes even pickup-able) rag dolls, which thanks to the amazing
quality of the HTC Vive, feel incredibly real. We recommend trying out the night time lighting, as the warm glow of your
camp sites lamp mixed with truly dark nights leads to some of the most immersive virtual reality we have experienced to
date!

Progress through the game, discovering new areas and guns as you hunt and explore, or experience the completed scenes
immediately. It's your choice how you experience the world of Frontier.
Pulling off impressive aim and speed will reward you with a range of guns inspired by those of the wild west.
Looking for a simple set of classic revolvers? maybe some sawn-off shotguns? or even a sniper rifle?
Well you can shoot cute little bunnies with all of them!

Frontier is room-scale, and is based around locomotion-free interactive scenes.
Shooting wooden signs will take you between scenes, and you can always go to an interactive menu by shooting any "Red
Rocks" sign post.
Some notable things you will find on the menu are:
Input: you can choose between a very simple 1-button input (recommended for people new to VR) or a 2-button input, which
makes use of the grip buttons.
Random: pop into a random scenario, with some special animal encounters.
Reset and Continue: when you first launch the game, you will be able to play through the games progression. If you go back to
the main menu and continue, you can resume progression. If you instead shoot a destination sign, you can play that scene with
all the guns unlocked!
Cheats: if you really want to, you can shoot the bucket on the menu and enable some debug cheats. when using debug, press
your Vive's menu button to teleport yourself around (helpful for setting a custom seated position).

Have you ever experienced a massive steam train rocket past in the dead of night?
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Regardless of whether you are brand new to virtual reality, or a real enthusiast, there's is a lot of fun to be had in the wild
west.
You can even pop your grandmother straight in, as Frontier uses incredibly simple one button input (or include the grip
buttons, if you prefer) and contains absolutely no locomotion that could cause discomfort.
No matter what you are looking for in a VR game, Frontier will give you something to love!
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Title: Frontier VR
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Gaugepunk Games
Publisher:
Gaugepunk Games
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7/8/10
Processor: i5 range or similar
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX 980 or similar (VR capable)
Storage: 200 MB available space
Sound Card: N/A
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Underrated
. using this software is very fun once you know what you're doing, and figuring out the basics is easy once you watch/read
tutorials. figuring out how to do things on your own isn't too hard either, and if you really can't figure out how to do something,
my experiences with the community have been very good and helpful!
if you have any interest in creating an rpg, this is a good and easy software to get because it's affordable and fun. as someone
with no prior experience in making games, even i have learned how to use this software because of how easy it is!
i haven't used any of the other rpg maker programs so i can't say if they're easier, better, or more advanced, but i definitely
recommend this one just because of how much fun you can have with it! \(シ)/. While Beglitched is definitely a puzzle game, I
have a hard time thinking of it as a match-3 game at its core. The core game is much more about "solving" an encounter by
defeating your enemy in the least moves possible, and having a lot of information-gathering tools to do so. The match-3
mechanic is mostly a means to move pieces around on the board.
If that sounds like your jam, highly recommended.. Serious Sam 2 doesn't take itself seriously on the surface, but as a hardcore
fan of tough slaughterfest FPS bullet/melee hell gameplay that this franchise is known for, I give this game a serious thumbs up.
I am by no means an inexperienced player so trust me, if I say a game is hard it's probably tougher than what you'd expect and
SS2 is surprisingly difficult which is a refreshing revamp of the series that delivers exactly what real fans wanted. Normal in
SS2 feels more like hard in SS1 a lot of the time and the tricks up the dev's sleeves perform nicely and will have you strategizing
more than shooting on various occasions.
The weapons have a pleasant, balanced feel to them that encourages you to get creative and never have an ultimate go-to. Yes
some weapons are of course better for certain situations than others, but seldom will you feel like you'd be screwed if you didn't
have ammo for a specific weapon. The Devs are good about giving you the ammo you need, and you see ammo packs, large
health and powerups much more often in this installation of the series making way for big fights equally more often.
Enemies are what you'd expect, but there's some awesome additions especially ranged enemies. In the first game, most of the
ranged attacks were projectiles but in SS2 there's more rockets and more bullets to force you to kill fast, fast fast and prioritize
targets effectively if you want to stay alive for long. Also, there's more strategy involved in taking down enemies this time
around. One of the first enemies has a shield that it'll drop when you shoot it, but I'm pretty sure making contact while before it
drops the shield does more damage. I'm not positive about that though. Either way, more strategy difficulty and satisfaction.
The environments are pretty epic and vary just enough to keep you happy without getting overly obnoxious. There's moments
where you say "Damn, this game had amazing graphics for it's time" and it did, not only that, but the engine is super optimized.
I have a pretty aweful system and I'm very impressed by how well I can run the game.
Serious Sam 2 has stupid humor that made me laugh and facepalm simultaniously. You have to not take it seriously, and with
the massive amount of bloodshed that goes into this game, the comic style of the game and it's visual design is commendable on
the part of the Dev's. I will say that I prefered the darker style of SS1 but where this game lacks in any area for me it makes up
for in gameplay. The gameplay is just awesome.
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This game is satisfyingly challenging, fun, surprisingly not repetetive for the very basic concept behind it, and goes down in my
book as a must-have for fans of games like oldschool doom, painkiller, and other doom clones including serious sam 1.
I'd pay $20 for this game, and I paid $10. Maybe I'm a sucker for games like these, but if I am then I gladly sucked this game
right up and I give this a total of 7/10. Not bad for a game that's literally like: Here's baddies, here's gun, here's excuse oops I
mean story, go kill. *Pounds chest*.. A nice little thank you for buying Game Corp DX :), Thank you lol.. The only Negative I
can think of is there isn't Multiplayer. Everything else is fine.. lt;First review, pardon the dust>
This is an awesome idea. And, I'll continue to play it despite the limitations.
But there are some things that just fall short.
First the great things:
1. The art is thematic and very moody. The maps are the same,
2. The story is a revenge story: a oldy but a goody.
3. A lot of the systems for the game feel well thought out: having to fence goods and train thieves. Culprits being caught and
carted of to jail. Heat levels in different zones.
4. The *concept* of the heists are beautifully simple, the complexity is in the execution.
There are some large howevers.
1. First, it is a rogue-like. While I'm not traditionally against rogue-like games, the problem is that the game is not a procedurally
generated. The story mission are the same, time and again and so on your third or forth attempt, the playthrough can be a little
stale. A single fallback savepoint (every week, for example) would be enough to avoid this (and the points in subject 2 below.
2. Third or forth playthrough you say? After only 10 hours? Absolutely. There are a bunch of reasons that can fail you in this
game, and the frustrating thing is more or less, there's absolutely notihing to be done. My first playthrough I ran into a mission
where I needed two knife fighters. I could not recruit a second one for love or money. When I finally did, he was fairly unskilled
and perished in the attempt. Moments later my second skilled knife fighter fell to the same guard - failing the mission.
3. How did the knife-fighter die you ask? In combat of course, fighting a low-level guard while my second knife fighter stood
behind the guard doing nothing. Her knife was out, but she wouldn't engage the guard. After carefully maneuvering the guard
into a quiet area where he could be attacked from both sides, only to watch him methodically cut down my junior fighter and
then turn around and kill (capture) my guild leader.
4. The stealth mechanic is also a bit broken. The guards have no discernable pattern - making it impossible to "get the timing
just right". It's more a function of blind luck - which detracts from the overall experience. If all your careful gameplay can (and
routinely is) invalidated by a RNG because the guard randomly starts moving in the direction of your thief it can be quickly
demotivating.
5. The game runs just too fast. Although you can take crews of up to four thieves, in reality, you'll only ever be able to use one
or two at a time. if you have more than that in a building at once, it's likely that a randomly moving guard will stand near enough
to a motionless thief to start detecting them before you can really do anything about it. Then your choices are run (and be
spotted - quickly decreasing your stealth pool) or wait and hope that he moves on before you run out of stealth pool and captures
your thief. Both are "meh" choices - they feel passive, defeating the idea that you are actively able to change the fate of your
thieves.
6. Some niggling things - you can change the nickname of your thieves, but not their appearance. On one playthrough I ended up
with four thieves with the same portrait - two of them were knife fighters and accidentally sent the junior on heists a couple of
times. Since the only parameter I can alter is the nickname their names were changed from Sharp and Boots (admitted awesome
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streetnames) to SrKnife and JrKnife. As well, there are some thing that just are not documented anywhere: if you click on a
map, it bring up a menu to Heist or Stakeout - who knew? Not I until my second attempt - leaving me wondering if there is just
a bunch more stuff I just don't know about.
Ultimately, will I continue to play this game? Absolutely. Mostly because the idea is fantastic. Why someone hasn't (to my
knowledge) exploited this idea before I don't know. The developer has been active in patching - I'm hoping his frustration levels
will not max out before he's done.
I'm conditionally recommending: go in with your eyes open and you won't be disappointed.
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Amazing game if your looking for a game to play with a friend on the pc this is it would recommend. It is a well presented game
with pleasing if simple graphical design and a nice atmosphere (even if the messages between levels can make you feel like you
are being preached to by Xavier Renegade Angel at times), but there are some flaws:
-Some levels force you to wait several seconds before getting in to them which ramps up frustration a huge amount.
-Sometimes the timings and distances are incredibly tight on boring sections, its made worse because it seems like this wasnt
made for keyboard\/mouse given how easy it is with the slightest tap to hit a wall.
-Basic options like restart, volume sliders, and any obvious way to put it in windowed mode are missing, which is an incredibly
annoying trend with a lot of indie games. This isnt minimal, its categorically bad design.
-Difficulty can be very variable, and the difficulty level can be the wrong way round due to the way timings line up better.
(Also, the easy ending seems to me to be the best, but perhaps thats deliberate so most people see it.)
When it works, its a pleasure to play and the pacing of fairly rapid single screen levels, along with the changing geometry and
sounds keeps you retrying and progressing. Just expect more than a couple of spots where the annoyance mounts up way too fast
to be fun.
[Note: I bought this on sale at \u00a30.55]. This game is absolutely worth $5 for the amount of hours you can get out of it. It's
super simple, yet super effective at making time fly, tossing you right back into the action as soon as you die without any BS.
Controller support is great, feels super nice in my opinion. Akin to Ruiner, but much simpler, and in a way, better. Constant
updates are really nice and a bit surprising, especially the latest that adds 8 new tracks when it was previously only one track. I'm
looking forwards to whatever else these devs put out.. I picked this game up as part of a bundle during the Halloween sale and I
throughly enjoyed playing it. It has a nice mix of puzzles and hidden object scenes and the plotline was pretty good. There were
no annoying timers anywhere or achievements based on timers. It has reasonable voice acting and a very nice map functionality
that lets you quickly go to a location where there is something to do. Also a nice little notebook that remembers stuff for you
(useful if you don't play all at once). No issues with playing on windows 10 or getting achievements which seem to be mostly
awarded for completing puzzles. To get hints you have to find hidden rubies in each scene - sort of like collectibles in other
games. Nice little game, I'm quite happy I bought it.... A very good and well done animated story, well worth the money..
Awesome Flying Action! Superb Graphics And Gameplay.. The narrator speaks with total authority but doesn't do enough to
explain the why's. I believe the content is "good" but it feels a little too preachy and culty for my tastes.
This Isn't really a game. It's a self-help program (cult) cleverly disguised as a game.. I really hate to say this. But i dont think i
like this DLC. Heres why...
*Pros
(Ok there are a few good things)
- The model is nice
- I like the rods.
*Cons
- Horn is recycled
- Wheelsounds are recycled
- Its all recycled sounds
- Its a bit overated
Im gonna keep it on my collection for workshop scenarios sake.
I do not recommned it after first impressions. Bought it a few years ago, it's telling me now that it only is a trial version and
wants to push me to buy an upgrade. Can use it only for 30 days now. I have stopped using it now because of that.
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